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The season is rapidly coming to a close and we approach the time when most can relax and 

take some well earned holidays. In this edition you can read about: 

• From the Chair 

• Conference time is here 

• Wire campaign 

• Sheep 

• Toolbox 

• Last Word 

From the Chair 

This month’s spiel from the Chair comes from Sweden, of all places, as I am in between 

South Africa and Switzerland/Austria. I have been in SA at the request of a large company to 

conduct a training session for about 40 odd pilots and additional staff on  technical stuff and 

Safety Systems. Make no mistake, the world is changing, and the old way of having no 

documentation and/or systems in place is yesterday's world. This training week was massive 

with over 100 personnel present, and even a helicopter representative from their CAA in 

attendance. 

Big interest was shown by many of their senior people in our AIRCARE™ programme, and 

although it seems we get bad press here, and perhaps non committal either way from our 

CAA as to its benefits, over there it is seen as the next thing to aspire to. The local CAA guy 

was most knowledgeable and understood only too well the benefits of such a bar raising 

accreditation system. As it is, their industry is struggling to come up with affordable, realistic 

flight and duty times for firefighting pilots, as they are lumped in with airline pilots.  

Thank god for our Pt 137 and Fatigue and Risk management systems under AIRCARE™!!! In 

this regard NZ is ahead. Imagine waiting a month for the weather to clear and then just as 

the high hits... you find you are out of duty time, and have to wait again for the calendar to 

turn. An unsustainable situation in SA that perhaps our EO could clean up in one foul swoop 

if we send him over!! Where did we get such a programme, they all asked, and how can we 

get into it. Fire fighting over there is no different to our Ag in terms of the weather and 

waiting for the right conditions. 

With the worldwide concern over spray drift,  - ( up here in Scandinavia they are all but shut 

out compared to what we do in NZ)  we should ALL applaud the efforts made by JG and 

others on our behalf in trying to convince these Regional Councils that a system of checks 



and balances as demonstrated by AIRCARE™ will go a long way to ensuring we have a 

sustainable Agricultural Aviation Industry. Why is it that after setting up a system such as 

AIRCARE™ to try and lift the game, that we strike so much flack and misinformation from a 

certain self centred group that cannot see that we ALL need to lift the game if we want to be 

in it. Somehow I feel that trying to debate the issues of blatant and perhaps libellous 

statements could be a waste of time.  

Finally, the Conference is only a month away, so polish up those shoes, get the Tux and 

black tie out, and for those of you that have been awarded a gong, I implore you to let the 

Aussies know that over here, excellence is recognised. I look forward to meeting you all 

once again at conference.  

BECKY 

Conference time is here 

Excitement is building as our conference approaches. Come the end of June it seems 

Queenstown is the place to be! The conference hotel was booked out weeks ago; likewise 

the trade display space and we’ve had to arrange extra accommodation at another hotel. 

The word is out that we have secured a number of extremely high profile speakers. 

Our conference theme is ANZAC - 100 Years together. Following are just some of the 

highlights: 

• Starts with a training day for pilots. Wires, CRM and Chemical Rating 

revalidation 

• Conference is opened by Wing Cdr Scott McKenzie who is speaking to the 

ANZAC theme. Scott is the son of well known Kiwi Ag Pilot Keith McKenzie 

• Popular NZAAA Chairman Alan Beck will present on professionalism and 

profile  

• A Kiwi and an Australian operator will discuss the common challenges to Ag 

Ops in their respective countries and what each has done to address these 

• Arguably the jewel in the crown of conference is an address by Dr Tony Kern 

who is an ex USAF Pilot and now acclaimed as a world expert in human 

factors in high risk industries. Tony says we have certification, QA and now 

SMS yet we are still having accidents. His focus will be on pilots – where the 

buck stops – and how their personal discipline fits into SMS 

• There’s a session put aside to ask the leaders anything 

• Bruce Peterson will talk about all the implications of an accident. This is 

bound to surprise and there’s plenty of lessons to learn 

• Martin Hawes author of 20 Good Summers will talk about business succession 

planning – something extremely relevant to all members irrespective of age 



• John Sinclair will provide an update on the Time in Service Recorder project 

called Beat the Cheats 

• Popular solicitor Garth Galloway will talk about the joys of being in business. 

Garth has recently been involved in the aftermath of two helicopter accidents 

and will talk about the value and pitfalls of management systems from and 

H&S perspective 

• The Directors of CAA and CASA will present on mutual recognition. 

• Chris Thomson of Callaghan Innovations will talk about both safety and 

opportunities of RPAS/UAVs/Drones 

• Followed on Thursday by a P&W PT6A customer workshop for operators and 

engineers 

Plus there’s the entertainment, the welcome social, the formal dinner and the networking 

opportunities that provide so much value. So come along and not only join with your mates 

for a good catch up but help make the Aussies welcome too. The 2015 conference is the one 

not to be missed. 

Wire Campaign 

Dean Lithgow is a helicopter pilot and a farmer and he was a great friend of the Late Peter 

Robb. On his own initiative Dean has mounted an advertising campaign to encourage 

farmers to take down their farmer erected wires. He has arranged to use Richie McCaw and 

Greg Murphy to front the adds, three of which appear below. These adds will run in NZ 

Farmer for a year at a cost of $26K. Dean is stumping up with a large percentage of this 

himself but is looking for some financial help. So if you can spare a few dollars we encourage 

you to send it to our special Aviation NZ Account Number 03 0502 0013493 001. If you want 

a GST Invoice then email andrew.nicholson@aia.org.nz 

 

 

 

 



 

 



Sheep 

The following link will take you to an amazing Australian story about sheep. Could this 

happen here? You can laugh out loud. 

http://www.abc.net.au/news/2015-05-21/sheep-verbal-abuse-war-words/6481068 

I’m certain that this is a topic well worth discussion with our Australian visitors!! 

Toolbox 

The Environmental Protection Authority is reminding people of new rules for 

organophosphate and carbamate-based insecticides that come into force next month. 

From 1 July 2015, many of these products can only be supplied to specially-approved 

people, such as approved handlers.There are also new rules for using these 

insecticides, which must be written on the product’s label and described in the safety 

data sheet.  The products covered by the new rules are: 

Acephate 

Carbaryl 

Chlorpyrifos 

Dimethoate 

Maldison (malathion) 

Oxamyl 

Methomyl 

Pirimicarb 

Pirimphos-methyl 

Diazinon 

Fenamiphos 

Methamidophos 

Prothiofos 

Terbufos 

There is a series of pamphlets on the WorkSafe New Zealand website to help people 

follow the new rules. 

See the pamphlets that explain the rules for OPC insecticides 

These changes have resulted from a reassessment of organophosphate and 

carbamate-based insecticides that we carried out in 2013. That reassessment also 

means approvals for substances containing seven of these insecticide active 

ingredients will be phased out in stages over the next 13 years: 

1 July 2016: fenitrothion and phorate. 

1 July 2023: fenamiphos, methamidophos, prothiofos and terbufos. 



1 July 2028: diazinon. 

If you need any more information, please contact reassessments@epa.govt.nz. 

 

Last Word 

Wet weather in most areas has put pressure on to complete the autumn work. Don’t let this 

pressure find its way into the cockpit. 

See you at Queenstown. 

As always, send any feedback to sinclairjg@gmail.com and remember 

 

There’s another day 

tomorrow 


